Beta combines modern lighting technology with classical appeal, its non-glaring light virtually transforming streets and squares into cosy locations. A satin-finish diffuser ring at the top end of the luminaire casts soft light onto the luminaire roof—a highly effective detail that defines the luminaire’s overall look. A wide selection of poles and arms enable maximum freedom of light design.
Beta overview

scale 1:50
Beta

aluminium top shade · pearl PC diffuser · die-cast aluminium brackets · die-cast aluminium top · Selux Graphite or special finish

LED freeform lens optics or HID reflector optics with asymmetrical light distribution for street lighting for excellent visual comfort

for Ø76 mm pole top

Beta Pendant

aluminium top shade · pearl PC diffuser · die-cast aluminium brackets · die-cast aluminium top fitter Selux graphite or special finish

LED freeform lens optics or HID reflector optics with asymmetrical light distribution for street lighting for excellent visual comfort

for curved tubular steel arms with 1” metric equivalent luminaire connection
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 colours → sleeve
 updated LED and HID values → selux.com
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